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SUMMARY 

A considerable amount of two- and three-dimensional 
data on the effectiveness of ailerons without exposed 
overhang balance has been collected and analyzed. The 
trends indicated by the analysis have been summarized in 
the form of a few approximate rules concerning the effecw· 
tiveness parameter 6a/65 (at constant lift): Thickening 
and beveling the trailing edge (as measured by the 
trailing-edge angle ~) will generally reduce the effec
tiveness about 0.3 percent per degree of bevel for ailerons 
sealed at the hinge axis and about 0.6 percent per degree 
of bevel for unsealed ailerons. A 0.005c gap at the hinge 
axis usually reduces the effectiveness approximately 
17 percent for flap chord ratlos of 0.2. nlis ~ercentage 
increases as the flap chord ratio is reduced. The effec
tiveness is about 14 percent lower at aileron deflections 
of 200 than at aileron deflections of 100 • At large angles 
of attack (a = 100 ) and for chord ratios of about 0.2, 
positively deflected ailerons are approximately 20 percent 
less effective than negatively deflected ailerons. The 
deflection of partial-span flaps has no consistent effect 
on the effectiveness. Increases in Mach number and forward 
movement of the trans~tion point decrease the aileron ef
fectiveness. 

No consistent deviation of the experimentally deter
mined values of static rolling moments from those values 
predicted by the lifting-line-theory method .~ould be de-· 
tected. Because the several factors. neglected in the 
lifting-line theory apparently are fairly small and 
oounteract one another, on the average, no additional 
correction need be ~pplied. 
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INTRODWTION

As a part of the general lateral-control investi-
gation by the NACA, the large amount of two- and three-
dlmenslonal data on tha rolling effectiveness of ailerons
without exposed overhang balance Is collected and ana-
lyzed in the present paper. The main purpose of the
analysis is to determine any fairly consistent variations
in the effectiveness of these ailerohs with the various
design variables and criterions of similitude.

The secondary purpose of the analysis Is to evaluate
experimentally the limitations of lifting-line theory ‘~-i

with regard to the estimation of aileron rolling moments
from section data.

SYMBOLS

wing lift coefficient

maximum wing lift coefficient

section lift coefficient

wing rolling-moment coefficient
+

angle of attaok, degrees

flap or aileron deflection, degrees

wing span

spanwise location

spanwi.selocation of outboard end of aileron

spanwise locat$on of inboard end of aileron

wing area

aspect ratio (b’/S) .-

taper ratio, that is, fictitious chord at ttp
divided by chord at root
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c ,.wing chord at any section. . . ,..-.--..,,, ..-.
Of flap chord at any section

‘a , aileron chord at any section

$ airfoil trailing-edge angle, degrees

M Mach number, ratio of free-stream velocity to
velocity of sound

R Reynolds number

a. slope of curve of section lift coefficient
a ainst angle of attack at constant 6

f+ fl’),]

(~c@~)a slope ofcwve of section lift coefficient
against rnp deflection at constant a

As/A6 section flap effectiveness parameter, that
is, absolute value of ratio of equivalent
chance in angle of attack to angle of’
flap deflection measured at constant lift

(Aa/A6)5 aileron effectiveness parameter, that is,
ratio of equivalent change of angle of
attack to an~le of aileron deflection;
subscript 3 indicates that values are
computed from three-dimensional test
data by use of lifting-line theory

K theoretical or experimental correction to
lifting-line-theory values of rolling

moment [1(AU/A6)zAU/A6

T wind-tunnel turbulence factor

Shibscript 6 = 0° to HOO, ~ = 0° to t15°,
or 6 = 00 to 5200, etc., indicates range over
which Aa/A~ or (Aa/A6)3 is evaluated.
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DATA

The characteristics of the two-~nd three-dimensional
models and the alr-~low characteristics of’the wind tun-
nels in which the models were tested are summarized in
tables I and 11, respectively. The data as given in the
ori@nal repwts (referancee 1 to 24) were in many cases
uncorrected for the effects of’the jet boundaries or for
model deflections. It was found essential to apply such
corrections before the dsta could be correlated.

Reduction and ?resentation”of Data

Section data.- The effOctivenass parameter Aa,\A.~
is the ~ection~aractaristic of flaps that determines
their abilltg to provide rolling motion when installed
as allarone on an airplane, provided the analysis is
based on aileron deflection rather than stick force.
This parameter Aa/AO Is equal to the absolute value of
the change in angle of attack necessary to neutralize
the lift produced by a unit flap deflection. The effec-
tiveness parameter was determined from the section data
of references 1 to 15 by.plottlng a against 6 for a
constant section lift coefficient c1 and measuring the
slope (absolute value of slope used) of a straight line
t“hrou~ 6 = Oo and 6 = 10o for the effectiveness at
small flap deflections (Aa/A~)6=0°to100 and
through 6 = 0° and 6 = 20° for the effectiveness at
large flap deflections (Aa!A6)6=Ooto20~ . It IS often
convenient In the analysls to conside

of ba/h6, which is equivalent to
&%6$&t~; ;;~;

tical purposes, the values of
~“ -

(Aa/A6)6=Ooto100 are very
nearly equal to the values of ha/d6.

Static threa-dimenslona.ldata.- In references 25
and 2~e presented charts for estimating the rolling
moment caused by aileron def16ctlon. The charts were
calculated horn lifting-line theory for various wing and
aileron plan forms for a slope of the section+lift curve
of 0.099 per degree. The general method for using the
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charts to determine the rolling-moment coefficient Cl -. . is to evaluate graphically the following lnt.egral.across
the aileron span:

cm

(la)

(lb)

where

a. slope of section llf’tcurvG, per degree

K experimental or theoretical correction to
lifting-line theory (to be evaluated)

As/A6 experimental section lift effectiveness of
aileron

Cz/a Is determined from the charts of reference 25 or 26,
and y is measured along the wing span. lf Aa/A6 IS
constant across the aileron, the integral is equal
to Aa/A6 times the difference between the end values
of Cz/a.

l~ogtof thg modgls stud~gd had ailgrons of constant
ohord ratio and Aa/A13 thus was a constant. By in-
serting experimental values of Cl and chart values

of Ct/a
()

In equation (la), a K or its equiva-
0.099 A6

lent ~ ~& ?therefore could be eva uated. A few
0.099 A(!

erroneous values In references 25 and 26 were corrected
and the curves were refalred to be similar to the known
fairing for elliptical wings. 9y using section data to
estimate a. and Aa/A8, the value of K could be
experimentally evaluated. If section data for evalu- “
atlng a. were not available, a. was estimated by
using the measured slope for the finite-span wing in the
lifting-line-theory formulas (reference 27) corrected for
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the edge velocity by the methods of
these cases in whioh a. could not
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reference 213. For
be-satisfactorily -

a.
estimated, the data are presented as —

()

g
00099 At!~“

%r the few cas9s In ’Which the aileron chord ratio
was not constant across the aileron span, the integral
of equation (la) was svaluatod by using the section data
of figure 1 to eatlmate the variatior.of’ Aa/A6 “.
with ca/c; thus an eff’ectlveaveraflevalue of c~/c,
weighted according to the ab!lity of each spanwise ai-
leron section to produce rolltng momen~, was evaluated.

“.. .

DISCUSSICX

Xffect of viscosity

~om figures 1 and 2, the e~fcctiveness Aa/A6 of
sealed plaln flaps and ailerons with small trailing-edge
angles is seen to be considerably less than the thee=
retlcal valu6s for tilln airfoils. Most of the decrease
in effectiveness may be attributed to the influence of’
Viscosity. The effective swf’ace or bmndary of the
airfoil Is displaced from the actual surface by the
amount of the so-called displacement thickness, which
is the height of the mean ordinate of the velocity dis-
tribution in the boundary layer. Because the shapes
and thicknesses of’boundary layers vary with pressure
gradient, transition lccation, Reynolds number, Mach
number, gap at hinge axis, etc., ths effective airfoil
shape varies with these factors.

The flap effectiveness Aa~A6 is less than the
theoretical value because the rate of h-crease of the
thickness of the boundary layer with flap deflection,
which results f’romthe high adverse pressure gradient
behind the hinge ~is, is usually grgater than the rate
of increase of the bo dary-laysr thickness with angle
of attack. ‘he sloPe%z/~6)a, ~; ‘herefore ‘eCreased
more by vlscoslty than Is bcl ha ~; Aa/A6 Is thus

decreased by viscosity. The larger the flap deflection,
the smaller the effectiveness Ak/A6. The section data
of figure 3 and the finite-span data of figure L show
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that, at low angles”of attack, the effectiveness at flap
,.... deflections of_200 Is .apprqi.mte~y ~ percent lower than

the effectiveness at flap deflections of 10°. At high
angles of attack, approximately the same reduction occurs
(fig. 5), except for the gap-unsealed condition in which
little consistent reduction 1s in evidence.

The effect of viscosity upon the aileron effec-
tiveness depends markedly upon the pressure gradient. T
The direction of the deflection of an aileron would be
expected to have little effect at small angles of attack
because the pressure distribution at 8 = 0° is very
nearly the same on both surfaces. The data of figure 6
verify this deduction. At high angles of attack, however,
negative aileron deflections reduce the adverse pressure
gradient whereas posltlve aileron deflections increase
the adverse pressure gradient. A lower effectiveness
thus may be expected for posltlve aileron deflections.
The data o~ figure 7 indicate that, at an angle of at-
tack of 10 and for chord ratios of about 0.2, positively
deflected ailerons ar”eabout 20 percent less effective
than negatively deflected ailerons. This effect appears
to Increase with aileron chord ratio.

The gap at the flap hinCe axis allows the low-energy
boundary-layer air to leak from the pressure side to the
suction side of the airfoil. The boundary layer on the
pressure side is thus thinned and m the suction side 1s
further thickened with a resulting reduction of’the lift
increment. The effect of the gap on the lift-curve slope
due to angle of attack (~c~/~a)6 1s fairly smll,
because the pressure difference across the hinge axis Is
small. The slope (~cz/qa, and consequently Aa/A6,

is considerably decreased, however, because the maximum
pressure difference due to flap deflection is usually
located at the hinge axis. Figure 8 shows that a 0.005c
gap at the hinge axis decreases the effectiveness about
17 percent for flap chord ratios of 0.2. This reduction
appears to be larger for flaps of smaller chord.

A forward movement of the transition point usually
increases the thickness of the boundary layer and thus
decreases the flap effectiveness Aa/A6. This effect Is
shown qualitatively in figure 9, in which data are pre-
sented from tests with and without the nose of the air+-+’
foil roughened in order to flx transition. The position
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of the transition point on the unroughened airfoil was
not determined. Some unpublished computations and ex-
perimental data indicate that a reduction of about
2 percent In Aa/A6 for a forward transition movement
of O.lc may be expected with sealed plain flaps. The
effects of vlsbosity are usually greater with increased
thickness and beveling of the airfoil trailing edge.
The effect”of transition movements and gaps thus are
Greater for airfoils with large trailing-edge angles ~.
Gaps at the aileron hinge axis also increase the loss
In Aa/A6 that results from transition movements.

The effect of ~evellng the trailing edge of the
flap is presented in figure 9, in which the effectiveness
(Aa/A~)~=ooto100 is shown as a function of the trailing-

edge angle ~. Reductions of about 0.4 percent per
degree of bevel for sealed fla~s and of about 1 percent
per degree of bevel for unsealed flaps are Indicated.
The three-dimensional data of figure IO show a decrease
in aileron effectiveness of about 0.3 percent per degree
of bevel for sealed ailerons and approximately
0.6 percent per degree of bevel for unsealed ailerons.

It should be noted that, under some particular con-
ditions, viscosity may increase Aa/A6 to values even
greater than those for the theoretical thin airfoil. The
explanation for tinisrather astonishing fact is quite
sim~ple. The effectiveness parameter

(J%$)ai”” ‘q-l to
the ratio of the lift-curve slopes

(acZ/~a)~ ● lf vis-
cosity decreases (~cll~a)~ ,nore}mn it decreases

(~@6)a, the offec$iv”en~ss.parameter. Aa/A&i ““ “

is increased. For a few condltlons, markedly low lift-
curve slopes @c@a)6 occu over a small range of

angle of attack a. Also, the slope (~c@6)a iS less

affeoted or is affected over”a different”range of a.
over a lti.itedrange of a, very”large values of As/A6
may therefore occur. A few cases in which this phenomenon
has been obsetied are: (1) negatively deflected ailerons
at large angles or attack near the stall, (2) so-called
linked-balance ailerons with which a gap through the wing
occurs *e’11‘aheadof the hinge axis and.allows very low
values of (%/~+~ effect ~ (dcZ166)a,.



near a = 00, and (3) ailerons on low-drag atrfoils....
with large traillng-iddgearigl-edg-whtch tiually hd”i%-a
very large value of effectiveness Aa/A8 near the angles
of attaok where the transition point suddenly shifts for-
ward (near boundary of low-drag region) and causes a
break In the curve of Cz against a.

Effect of Compresslbillty

~ta on the effect of Mach nmber on
(Aa/A~)8=.looto@ are shown in figure 11. The data
are rather limited and subject to some doubt because It
is extremely difficult to determine accurately the wind-
tunnel corrections at large values of Mach number. Cor-
rections for model twist and deflections were applied to
the data. Increasing the Mach number usually dea%:s?s
creases Aa/A6. FTom figure 11, It ma be seen that an

tincrease in Mach number from 0.2 to O. 5 reduces the
effectiveness about 7 percent.

The simple theory of (31auertand I&andtl indicates
no effeot of Mach number on Aa/A6 because (wz/@ &
and (bc@6)a are assumed to be increased equally bj

cmompressiblllty. Experimental data indicate, however,
that (bc@a)n 1s usually Increased a little more
and (~c,/b6)a” a little less than the Glauert-~andtl

relation would account for. The explanation appears to
be related to the thickening of the boundary layer and
the transition changes that have been observed at high
Mach numbers. It Is believed, therefore, that below the
critical speed the main effect of compressibility “u’:
upon Aa/A8 is to Increase the effects of vlscoslty.

Corrections to Lifting-Line Theory

The limitations of liftlng-llne theory for the esti-
mation of aileron hinge-moment characteristics from
section data were discussed in reference 28. The as-pect-
ratlo corrections to the hinge moment determined from
lifting-line theory were shown to be Inadequate whereas,
for the cases In which lifting-surface-theorycalcula~
tions (reference 28) are available, the aspect-ratio cor-
rections to the hinge moment determined from liftlng-
surface theory are shown to be satisfactory. The large
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difference between the results of the two theories may
be illustrated by the fact that the aspect-ratio cor-

rections to the slope of the curve of hinge moment
against angle of attack determined from llftlng-surface
theory are about tti.ceas great as the corrections ,
determined from lifting-line theory.

The aspect-ratio corrections to the slope of the
lift curve against angle of attack (references 29 and 30)
for moderate aspect ratio as determined by the llfting-
llne and llftlng-surface theories diffen by only about
7 or 5 percent. The aspect-ratio corrections to the
damping moments of elliptical wings rotating about the
lateral plane of symmetry as determined by the two theo-
ries also differ by only about 7 or 8 percent (unpub-
lished correction ”determlnedby the methods of refer-
ence 30). The difference between the two aspect-ratio
corrections to the slope of tileiii% curve against flap
deflection is about 3 to k percent, which is only about
one-half as much as that for the slope of the lift
curve against angle of attack. This difference exists
primarily because the distance to the three-quarter-
chord point (point for best msasure of effective angle
or attack .of”wing)from the center of load that results
from aileron deflection is rolqhly one-half the distance
to the three-quarter-chord point from the center of load
that results from changes In angle of attack. The ef-
fective length of the trailing vortices thus is loss for
the load that results from flap deflection. ~t mi~ht
therefore be expected that the aspect-ratio correction
to the static aileron rolling moments determined from
lifting-surface theory would be of the same order, 3
to k percent greater than the value determined from
lifting-line theory. In any case, the aileron rolling
moments determined from liftln~-line theory should be
much closer to the experimental values than the aileron
hinge mo~ents would be.

It may be seen that the section data (fig. 1) and
the finite-span data #.th the lifting-line-theory aspect-
ratio corrections applied (fig. 2) are in fairly good
a~reement. Altho~h there is considerable scatter, the
curve faired through the section data represents very
well tha finite-span data, especially for aileron chord
ratios”of 0.2 or less. (see fig. 2.) An experimental
evaluation of the over-all-spedt-ratio corrections shows,
on the average, no serious discrepancies (exceeding
10 percent) with the lifting-line-theory values; that is,

- ““
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on the average, K =... .- ... .,..,, ...
.

11

= . ~oo.
The 3 or 4 percent

Aa/A6 ‘ ““- ““. ‘ --=. .-
.Increaseh the aspect.ratio correction that might be
expected from a qualitative study of lifting-surface

““theor (actual numerical values have not yet been calcu-
7lated may either be masked by the scatter of the data

in figures 1 or 2 or may be counteracted by three-
dimenslonal boundary-layer effects or by the effect of
the vertical location Or the”trailing-vortex sheet (ref-
erences 28 and 51).

Lifting-llne theory indicates no change In aileron
effectiveness wdth deflection of partial-span flaps.
Somf3effect might be expected because of’cross flow;
however, figure 12 shows that the deflection of partlal-
span flaps generally has no consistent effect on aileron
effectiveness.

The available data on the effect of sweep and taper
(figs. 13 and 1.4)show that, insofar as aileron rolling
moments are concerned, no large corrections are to be
applied to lifting-llne theory for the effects of taper
~d sweep. For wings of low taper (large values of A),
It appears that the aileron effectiveness is slightly
greater if the wing la swept forward.

CONCLUDING Nl%lARKS

The trends Indicated by the analysis of available
data on the effectiveness of ailerons without exposed
overhang balance have been summarized in the form of a
few approximate rules concerning the effectiveness
parameter Aa/A6 (at constant lift): Thickening and
beveling the trailing edge (as measured by the tralling-
edge angle ~) will generally reduce the effectiveness
about 0.3 percent per degree of bevel for ailerons sealed
at the hinge axis and about 0.6 percent per degree of
bevel for unsealed ailerons. A 0.005c gap at the hinge
axis usually reduces the effectiveness about 17 percent
for flap chord ratios of 0.2. This percentage increases
as the fla

J
chord ratio Is reduced.

Is about
me effectiveness

percent lower at aileron deflections of “20°
than at aileron deflections of 10°. At large angles of
attack ‘(a = 10° ) and for chord ratios of about 0.2,
positively deflected ailerons are about 20 percent less

.-
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effeotive than negatively deflected ailerons. ?he de-
flection of partial-span flaps has no consistent effect
on the effectiveness. Increases in l!achnunber and for-
ward movement of the transition point decrease the
aileron effectiveness. “

l!oconsistent correction t: the l.ifting-llne-theory
method o.?estimating aileron rolllrigr.omantscould be
detected. Because the several factors neglected in -
lif’ting-l~netheory anpanently ~.refeir”lysmall and
counteract one anothe~, on the average, no additional
correction need ba applied.

Lan@ey Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
EatioriafiAcivlsoryCommittee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs..
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TABLE 1.- SUPPLEMENTARYTNFORMATTON REGARDING .

TESTS OF TWO-DIMENSIONALMODELS

17

I Model
—

Sym
bol

Basic
airfoil Type of flap

Deal&
natlo]

o1 NACA 0009

NACA 001~

Plain

Plain+

P
Ji’G—
x

1.93 0.10 1.4 x 106 6
I 1 I

2a

Internally balanced,
straight contour 1.93 0.10 1.4 X 106 82b

3 NACA .23012

NACA
66(2X15)-009

NACA
66-009

Plaln

1.93 10:10 1.4 x 106 -----.,Plain,
straight contour

Plaln

•14

1.93 0.11 1.L x 106 70—
A

5

6 Approach- 0.17 2.5 x 106
lng 1.00

15

Approach-
ing 1.00

0.18 5.3 x 106 15

Approach-
ing 1.00 0.14 6.0 X 106 15

NAGA
low drag Internally balanced

7 Internally balancedv

NACA
66(::5::~16,

NACA
comprondse
low drag

NAC.$
low drag

8

9

D

a
—

v

Internally balanced

Approach-
ing 1.00 ----- 13.0x 106

t
------Plain

Internally balanced Approach-
ing 1.00 I

0.14 6.0 X 106 1510

NACA
63(420)-521
(approx.)

Approach-
ing 1.00

t

------11 Internally balanced

Approach- 0.20 2.8 x 106

Lng 1.00 13
0:;8 6.8 ~01n6

aNACA
66(:1~).$lf,12

13

Internally balanced

Approach-
ing 1.00Plaln

NAGA
66(215)-014 1.93 I 0.09 1.2 x 106 9A14 Plain

Approach-
ing 1.00

----- 6.0 X 106 14
NACA

66,2-216,
a z 0.66 Plaln

aThls des.lunatlonhas been chanued from the form in which It aDweara in reference
to the f;rm described on p. 2~a of reference 32.

.-

, ,.--.,,,,.. . .. .. .... ...... .. .. .... . . ,. . .,-,.. ,, . .,, . .. .-



TABLE II.- 9UPPLEMFNTARYINFORMATIONREGARDINGTESTSOF THREE-DIMENSIONALMODSIS

Model
Alrfoi1 Nleron Estlmctad81oP8
sectlrm locatlon of aeotlonlift

mica] nll.ronsection A A
c1081E-~tlon Symbol Plan form

1
Root Tip

m

1’ “ ‘Unq’= b ‘5(2s;’%2’ ‘5(;R:’5’ 12”9 0“’2“ “ ‘;8 ‘:

d

‘:

d

X’;
I

’7’“ “===1m- “:h’“(g”v’’2’0“0’9‘p’04’0-10’-------“’y’”
17bQ ~ D- ‘;:;:“(s’:’l’‘:2’0““p‘w;01’20’0’‘------“’y’”’
“co‘a D+ ‘$::::‘6(Gf:16’23053049009n01”90103‘------~~~~’”’
‘7doQ m ‘$;;:“(N’:;”’2’0“0490“’O’0’750’0’‘------“;’’ro’
17”“ - D=- ‘;;”:“(;$i;”’2’0““w0-’7700”0103-------“’go’
18*“bG * “;’)‘2:”)’555‘b0579“-’a0’550-10500103”‘;;:$”O

1

15

—

15

.

15

—

15

—

15

—

15

.
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TA2L8II.- SO?PLIYEmARI IIiWmATIOH - continued

Mcmlal
Alrfoll Allemn Mtlmatod olopa
section looatlon of motion lift ::

Typiod aileron#eotlon A OIU’VO, p9P d,g

:t;:; Symbol Plan form Root TiP

‘ob R gq 13+ ‘NA’O=drw 70’0 ‘“ ~’ “ ~ * z ‘w 2

21s “ =: ~=+

C18rkY 6.00 1.00O.p I.ocil0.40 ------0.097 ::::;’’106 a

21b “ J=: ~ C1*’ ‘-OO ‘m ‘& ‘-w 025 ‘-----00’7 ~~:~x’06 :1

210 ‘ Q: -

ClarkY 6.00
R= O.61 x 106

1.000.Lo 1.0030.15 ------ 0.097 M = 0.11
‘r= I.h

a’ “ Q k c’-’ 6“00 ‘-b ‘“’w ‘“w ‘“’w ‘“’02 0“097 “?’106 1:’

‘b “ = k 6“m ‘“b 0“5w ‘“om ‘-2P 0“102 0“097. “’2’106 ‘

ClarkY

22 + {-7 ~—---+ Cl-k Y 6.00
R= O.61X1O6

O.& o.(@J+1.000O.kw ------ 0.097 H = 0.11 21
7 = 1.4



I

NF2WAF131; - Vntln.edTABLE11.- SPPLSMENT.AW

25b

26a

w

xl

—

-4

—

4

Q

—

q =!== ‘
ClarkY 6.OO 0.20 0.5!)01.0030.25’)0.102

‘q’” - ‘“m 0“200“709 ‘“ow ‘“zw 0“102

ClarkY

~ ~ Carky 600 020 0600 om ‘-boo -----

a ~e ‘OO :00 05ho ‘gLo 0255 -----

ClarkY

a - 6W 100 057’ 0973 04’ ‘----

ClarkY

q--l ,–+ ClarkY 6.30 1.W 0.6850.9850.417 -----

“~~ ~>+ H@A23012 .m l.m O.IYJOl.ocnO.ly 0.102

I

R =0.61 X 106
3.097N = 0.11

r = l.&

J_R = 0.61 x 106
‘----- M = 0.11

‘r= 1.L

R=o.61 n iC6
3.097 M = 0.11

T = 1.4

t
R = 0.61 i 106

).097 M = 9.11
‘)’=1.h :

-t=-
R = 0.61; 106

2.097 M = 0.11
‘r= 1.1+

TR = 0.61; 106
0.097 M = 0.11

7 = 1.4

R = 0.61X 106
------ ; : :.~1

-.

z
0
.



TA2LEII.- WPPLEWWTARY INFURMATIOII- COnCIUdOd

z

~ ‘wicalailerOnsectiOn

nAcA.25012

RACA23012 6.00

R.A.F.38 I ?.2

7R.A.F.38 ?.2

R.A.F.j~ ?.2

.000 0

T1.20+3O.lfx

1.boo 0.600

),1100 O.&Jo

).29 0.63C

).2500.602

1.0000.100

i

L.0000.150

[.ocm0.250

:

L.000.250

1.OCO .250

L.om .’2Y

:urva,

(lap
sealed

).102

).102

.----

---.-

.--.-

-----

R = 0.61x106
----- 1!= O.li

T= 1.6

k
R = 0.61x106

----- M = 0.11
Y= 1.6

R = 0.17 x 106
---.- M = 0.05

-1-------F = 9.17 X 106
t.! = 0.05

---1--
--..-n = 0.17 x 106

M = 0.05

r

.21b

a

—

a+

!2
o
.

. .



NACA ACR No. L4E01 Fig. 1

(a) 6 range from 0° to 10°.

.6

.4

.2

0 .1 .2 .3 .4
Flap chord ratio, cf/c

‘(b) 6 range f“rtim0° to 20°.

Figure 1.-’ Varlatlonof sectionflapeffectivenesswith
flapchordratiofor smallMachmmbers and a small
rangeof trailing-edgeangle. Gapssealed;Ct = O.
(symbolsdesignatingtwo-dimensionalmodels are
identified in table 1.)



IiACA ACR No. L4E01 Fig. 2

,.

0
0
1+

.6

.4

.2

0
(a) Gaps sealed.

.6

●4

.2

n

“o .1 .2 ●3 .4
Aileron chord ratio, ca/c

(b) (XLps unsealed.

Figure2.- Variation of aileron effectiveness with

aileron chord ratiofor smallMach numbersand a

smallrange of trailing-edge angle. a

(Symbols designating three-dimensional

are identified in table. II.)

- OO.

models
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0
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Figure3.-
at large

(a) @ps sealed.
.

m
m

.6-
0

+
o

.4“

.2

0
0 .2 ●4 .6

()Sectionflapeffectlvene~~,~hb~=OOtoz&

.6

6

.4
+
P‘

4
..?‘

o
(a) Gaps sealed.

a.
Aileroneffectiveness,— [()]

&
0.099 A6 3 ~=-200toa0

z
o
.

.
(b)@lpS,0.005C. (b) oapsunsealed.

Cornparlsonof nectionflap effectlverrces
Comparisonof aileroneffectiveness●t

w
F~g~e 4.-

largeand =rnallailerondeflectlona.a= OO.

.

and mmll flapdeflections.c~ = O.
@



.
(a)mpa sealed.

no
Aileron effectlveneas,— [()]~

0.099 Ab 3

(b)@ps unsealed.
6n-200t020°

.6 xl-v
*r

/

.4

P “

2

A

o
(a) Gaps sealed.

z
o
.

+

.6 A
b

fl
; ‘d

ci-
R

.4
u&

.2 -
A’

0
0 .2 ●4 .6

[()]
‘O Aa

w
PAileron erfectivene~asG X3 ~=ooto150
0$

(b)@ps unsealed.
.

Figure 5.-Comparison of aileroneffectlvanesaat Figure6.-Compaison of aileron effectivenessat Cn

large and small aileron deflections. a =lOO. positive and negative aileron deflections. a= OO.
.
0



(a)Oaps sealed.

[()]a. AuAileron effectiveness,— —
0.099 A6 3

E)=ooto150

(b)@ps unsealed.

.6
b+
7Y’

.4 0

.2-

Cover

plates

o~ o None

(a) 6 rangefrom 0° to 10°. + None

.6 0

+

.4
n

o

.2

0
0 .2 .4 .6

Section rhp effeotlvenesa,~ with 0.005C gapa

(b)b rangefrom 0° to 20°.

z
o
.

Comparison of aileron effectivenessat Figure 8.- Comparison of section flap effectivenesswith
<

and negative aileron deflections. a~lOO.
.

gaps at hinge axis sealed and unsealed. c1 = O. al

9



(a)OapSsealed.

.6 Cf/c A —Transitionfixedat—.—
0.30:~ ~ O.llcfromL.E.

3

.4 - \ @-+ +-.L oy
— .002:

.2

00 10 20 30 40
Trailing-edgeangle,~, deg
(b) Gaps t&ealed.” -

.6

.b

.2

0
(a) Gapssealed.

.6

Wp
0.004C

.4‘
.002C ** ~

<- — —

.C05C~ L% 5
a -

h

.2

0
0 10 20 30 40

Trailing-edgeangle,$, deg

Figure9.- Varlation of 8ection flap effectiveness (b)Gapsunsealed.
u)

with trailing-edge angle. cl = O. Fl@re 10. - Variation of aileron effectiveness with .

trailing-edge angle. a=OO.
+
o
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Reynolds number, R

o 1.4 2.8 4.2 5.7 7.1x106
I

Vent gap
.A 0.0025c

L .005C

.6 .> .015C

‘4! &
k

.4
% % h

P

.2 -

00 .1 .2 .3 .k .5

Mach number, M

Figure 11. - Variation of fiection flap effec Livene88

with Mach number and Reynolds number. Model 12;

sealed internal balance; c1 = o.

0
LrJ

++

r

.6 n
/F’

J’Y&F ‘

&
.4- )

.0

.2-

0

.2

0

(a) Negative aileron deflections.

*

!3/w

/

z
o
.

-0 .2 * .4 *O .6
AUerOneffectiveness,—

[()]

& %1
l--0.099 A6 3 a=ootoilqo
m

with partial-spanflapsdeflected
—.

OY
.

(b) positive ailerondeflection.
P
F

Figure12.- Comparisonof aileroneffectlveneaewith .

partial-spanflapsretractedand deflected, Aileron w
N

gaps sealed; a=lOO.



kEtHtH
(a)Swept forward.

“o .2 .4 .6

0
a. AaAileroneffectiveness,— —

0.099 6 ~
for wingswith~ = 0.25 “

(b)Sweptbaok.

Figure 13~- Comparleonof aileroneffectivenessfor

@

.“
m
m

wlnKs Fimre

.6
/

/n~
~/v o

.4
o :

A

A

Flaggedaymboladealgmte
partial-epanflape

.2 deflected

o
(a)A = 0.250

.6
Q OQ ‘

<~Q/

.4

.2

.
“

.2 .4 “a:b

()
Aa

Aileroneffectiveneea,— —
0.099A6 ~

for wings ewept tick

(b)A = 0.40.

IL.- Comparleonof aileroneffectiveness

b ran e
(deg‘?

o to -20
0 to -lo
0 to 10
0 to 20

for wings

with two mounts of taper. Modele28 to 31;gapeeealed; withaweepbackamleweepforward.~odele28 to 31;

CL gapseealed;CL = o.8cb.

z
o
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